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Abstract:
Today’s social media focuses on creating ever larger networks of ‘friends’, many of whom have never met. I am interested in the opposite problem: how to better connect people who know each other very well. This talk describes a decade of participatory design research in which we created dedicated ‘always on’ communication channels for exclusive use between pairs or small groups of family and close friends. A key insight was to separate network management from the information communicated: Our goal was to create an interface simple enough for a 70-year old grandmother and her 7-year-old grandson to set up without help from Dad. We created FamilyNet, a simple, tangible interface for creating and maintaining communication channels. We then created a wide variety of Comm Apps that support both peripheral awareness and focused communication and range from serious objectives, such as helping the elderly to ‘age in place’, to more whimsical goals, such providing novel forms of remote awareness for couples who miss each other. I will describe research findings from our 3-year EU InterLiving project, with over 70 participants from six multi-household families in France and Sweden, and our more recent work that is currently being transferred to two startups in France.
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